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We study, under the assumption of the Generalized Riemann Hypothesis, the
individual and mean-square error terms for the number of integers representable as
a sum of k3 primes. We improve, using a smoothing technique, Friedlander
Goldston’s recent results on this topic. Moreover, we remark that the argument we
use can also be applied to other similar problems.  2000 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
In a recent paper FriedlanderGoldston [2] proved the equivalence
between the Generalized Riemann Hypothesis (GRH) and the formula
rk (n)=
nk&1
(k&1)!
Sk (n)+O(nk&32), k5 (1)
where
rk (n)= :
p1+ } } } + pk=n
(log p1) } } } (log pk)
denote the weighted number of representations of n as a sum of k primes,
Sk (n)= :

q=1
+k (q)
.k (q)
cq (&n)=‘
p | n \1&\
&1
p&1+
k&1
+ ‘p |% n \1&\
&1
p&1+
k
+
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is the singular series,
cq (n)= :
(a, q)=1
1aq
e \anq +
is the Ramanujan sum and e(x)=e2?ix.
At present, the corresponding results for k=3, 4 are apparently not
reachable. It is possible, however, to prove some necessary conditions. In
fact, FriedlanderGoldston [2], assuming GRH, were able to obtain some
non-trivial estimates for the quantity
2k (n)=rk (n)&
nk&1
(k&1)!
Sk (n)
and for its mean-square (see Theorem 2 and 3 of [2]).
Our aim here is to obtain, for k=3, 4 and under the assumption of
GRH, some upper bounds for 2k (n) and for its mean-square which are
sharper than the FriedlanderGoldston’s ones. However, our refinements
affect only the logarithmic factor in the estimates (1.8)(1.9) and
(1.12)(1.13) of [2]. Moreover, for k5, our Theorem 1 and 2 below can
be easily generalized to obtain an alternative proof, which we omit, of the
previously cited equivalence between GRH and (1).
We will use the HardyLittlewood [4] weighted exponential sum
S (:)= :

m=1
4(m) exp(&mN) e(m:),
where 4 is the von Mangoldt function, : # [0, 1) and N is a param-
eter, instead of the truncated sum S(:) = Nm=1 4(m) e(m:) used by
FriedlanderGoldston. Hence we can avoid, in a crucial step, the use of
Gallagher’s lemma thus obtaining a slightly sharper treatment of the quan-
tities involved. Therefore, it appears that such technique, previously used,
for k=2, in the papers LanguascoPerelli [6] and [7], see in particular
Section 5 of [7], has, in the conditional case, a better accuracy than the
one which uses finite exponential sums.
Let
Rk (n)= :
m1+ } } } +mk=n
4(m1) } } } 4(mk).
It is easy to see that the contribution of the prime powers in the above
definition is negligible. Hence we can formulate our theorems in terms of
Rk (n) instead of rk (n).
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Theorem 1. Assume GRH. Then we have
R3 (n)=
n2
2
S3 (n)+O(n74 (log n)2)
and
R4 (n)=
n3
6
S4 (n)+O(n52 (log n)3).
The FriedlanderGoldston upper bounds for 2k (n) were O(n74 (log n)52)
and O(n 52 ( log n)4) respectively. We recall that Theorem 1 of
MontgomeryVaughan [8] gives, for all k2, that
2k (n)=0& (nk&32).
The result on the mean-square of 2k (n) is
Theorem 2. Assume GRH. Then we have
:
nN \R3 (n)&
n2
2
S3 (n)+
2
<<N4 (log N)5
and
:
nN \R4 (n)&
n3
6
S4 (n)+
2
<<N6 (log N)2.
In this case, the results of FriedlanderGoldston were O(N4 (log N)7)
and O(N6 (log N)4) respectively. We also recall they proved, in Theorem 4
of [2], that
:
nN
(2k (n))2=0(N2k&2)
for every k2.
We remark that the same argument used here can be applied also to
prime twins problem. For example we can obtain, again under the assump-
tion of GRH, that
:

k=1
e&2kN \ :

n=1
4(n) 4(n+k) e&2nN&
N
2
S2 (k)+_(N)+
2
<<N52 (log N)3.
(2)
In fact (2) is the analogue of a theorem of KaczorowskiPerelliPintz [5],
as modified by LanguascoPerelli, see Section 5 of [7], on the exceptional
set for Goldbach’s problem.
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Using an HardyLittlewood’s tauberian theorem (Theorem 8 of [3])
and (2), it follows, under GRH, that
for every k # N but O(N12 (log N)3) exceptions
:
nN
4(n) 4(n+k)tNS2 (k) as N  
which improves the known result by one logarithmic factor.
As another application of the smoothed exponential sum S (:), we state
the following sharper version of Theorem 3 of Bru dernCookPerelli [1]
on the values of binary forms at prime arguments.
Theorem 3. Assume GRH. Let { # (0, 1) and =>0. Suppose V(N) is a
set of real numbers /[ 12 N, N] such that |v1&v2 |>2{ when v1 , v2 # V(N)
are distinct. Let *1 , *21 be real numbers and *1 *2 be algebraic and
irrational. Then the number of v # V for which |*1p1+*2p2&v|{ has no
solutions in primes p1 , p2 does not exceed
N12 (log N)3+=
{2
.
Theorem 3 sharpens by one logarithmic factor Bru dernCookPerelli’s
result. Its proof, which we omit, follows inserting Lemma 1 below in
Theorem 3 of [1].
2. NOTATION AND LEMMAS
Let 1QN be a parameter. We will consider the set of the Farey
fraction of level Q
{aq : 1qQ, 0aq, (a, q)=1= .
Let a$q$<aq<a"q" be three consecutive Farey fractions
Mq, a=\a+a$q+q$ ,
a+a"
q+q"& if
a
q
{
1
1
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and M1, 1=(1&1(Q+1), 1+1(Q+1)] be the Farey arcs centered in aq.
These intervals are disjoint and their union is (1(Q+1), 1+1(Q+1)].
Moreover, let
!q, a=\ &1q(q+q$) ,
1
q(q+q")& if q{1
and !1, 1=((&1)(Q+1), 1(Q+1)] be the Farey arcs re-centered to the
origin. In the following we also use the relation
\&12qQ ,
1
2qQ+!q, a \
&1
qQ
,
1
qQ+ .
Our first lemma is a modern version of Lemma 9 of HardyLittlewood
[4] and should be compared with equation (1.15) of [2].
Lemma 1. Assume GRH and let :=aq+’, ’ # !q, a and z=1N&2?i’.
Then
}S (:)&+(q).(q)
1
z }<<(N(q |’| )12+(qN)12) log qN.
Proof. We will use the approximation
S \aq+’+=
+(q)
.(q)
1
z
+R (’; q, q) (3)
where (a, q)=1, z=1N&2?i’,
R (’; q, a)=
1
.(q)
:
/(mod q)
/(a) {(/ )
_\ :

m=1
4(m) /(m) e&mNe(m’)&
$/
z ++O(log2 qN),
:

m=1
4(m) /(m) e&mNe(m’)&
$/
z
=&:
\
z&\1(\)+O(log3 qN),
{(/) is the Gauss sum and \= 12+i# runs over the non-trivial zeros of
L(s, /), see HardyLittlewood [4].
By straightforward computations we get
}S (:)&+(q).(q)
1
z }<<
q12
.(q) \ :/(mod q) }:\ z
&\1(\) }++q12 log3 qN. (4)
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Since z&\=|z|&\ exp(&i\ arctan 2?N’), by Stirling’s formula we have
:
\
z&\1(\)<<:
\
|z|&12 exp \# arctan 2?N’&?2 |#|+ . (5)
If #’0 or |’|1N we obtain
:
\
z&\1(\)<<N12 log(q+1),
where, in the first case, \ runs over the zeros with #’0.
We can consider only the case #’>0 and so we get
:
\
z&\1(\)<< :
#>0
|z| &12 exp \&# arctan \ 12?N’++
+ :
#<0
|z|&12 exp \&|#| arctan \ 12?N’+++O(N 12 log(q+1)).
We investigate only the case #>0 since the other one is totally similar. We
split #>0 according to the cases #>1 and #1 and we denote the first
case as 1 and the second one as 2 . Hence, using
|z|&1<<min(N, |’| &1), (6)
we have
:
1
<<|z|&12 :

m=1
log(q(m+1)) exp \&m arctan \ 12?N’++
<<|z|&12 (1+N’) log(qN)<<N12 (1+(N |’| )12) log(qN). (7)
Arguing analogously we obtain
:
2
<<|z|&12 :
0<#1
exp \&# arctan \ 12?N’++
<<|z|&12 log(q+1)<<min(N 12, |’|&12) log(q+1)<<N12 log(qN). (8)
Lemma 1 now follows inserting (7), (8) and (5) in (4). K
Our next lemma concerns the mean-square of the quantity studied in
Lemma 1 and it should be considered as a sharper version of equation
(7.15) of FriedlanderGoldston [2]. Its proof, which we omit, follows the
argument in Theorem 1 of LanguascoPerelli [6], see also Section 5 of [7].
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Lemma 2. Assume GRH and let z=1N&2?i’. Then
:
(a, q)=1
1aq
|
1qQ
&1qQ }S \
a
q
+’+&+(q).(q)
1
z }
2
d’<<
N
Q
(log qN)2.
Lemma 3 below follows inserting Lemma 2 and (6) in the body of the
proof of Lemma 5 of FriedlanderGoldston [2].
Lemma 3. Assume GRH and let z=1N&2?i’. Then, for any real c>0,
we have
:
Q
q=1
:
(a, q)=1
1aq
1
.(q)c |
1qQ
&1qQ }S \
a
q
+’+&+(q).(q)
1
z }
2
_} +(q).(q)
1
z }
2
d’<<N 2 (log N)2
and, for c=0, the same result holds if (log N)2 is replaced by (log N)3.
Now denote by
S*(Q)= max
1qQ
max
(a, q)=1
1aq
max
’ # !q , a }S \
a
q
+’+&+(q).(q)
1
z } .
Lemma 4 below should be compared with Lemma 3 of [2].
Lemma 4. Let m2 and z=1N&2?i’. Then
:
Q
q=1
:
(a, q)=1
1aq
|
1qQ
&1qQ }S \
a
q
+’+&+(q).(q)
1
z }
m
d’<<(S*(Q))m&2 N log N. (9)
Assuming GRH we have
:
Q
q=1
:
(a, q)=1
1aq
|
1qQ
&1qQ }S \
a
q
+’+&+(q).(q)
1
z }
m
_} +(q).(q)
1
z } d’<<(S*(Q))m&2 N32 (log N)2, (10)
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:
Q
q=1
:
(a, q)=1
1aq
|
1qQ
&1qQ }S \
a
q
+’+&+(q).(q)
1
z }
m
_} +(q).(q)
1
z }
2
d’<<(S*(Q))m&2 N2 (log N)3, (11)
:
Q
q=1
:
(a, q)=1
1aq
|
1qQ
&1qQ }S \
a
q
+’+&+(q).(q)
1
z } }
+(q)
.(q)
1
z }
2
d’<<N 32 (log N)2, (12)
and, for r3,
:
Q
q=1
:
(a, q)=1
1aq
|
1qQ
&1qQ }S \
a
q
+’+&+(q).(q)
1
z }
m
_} +(q).(q)
1
z }
r
d’<<(S*(Q))m&2 N r (log N)2, (13)
:
Q
q=1
:
(a, q)=1
1aq
|
1qQ
&1qQ }S \
a
q
+’+&+(q).(q)
1
z }
_} +(q).(q)
1
z }
r
d’<<N r&12 (log N)32. (14)
The proof Lemma 4 follows using
|
1
0
|S (:)|2 d:t 12N log N,
Lemma 2 and the estimate
|
1qQ
&1qQ
|z| &2 d’=
N
?
arctan \2?NqQ +
which is proved in Corollary 2 of LanguascoPerelli [6].
The next lemma will be useful in the computation of the main terms in
Theorem 1. We follow the approach used, for k=2, in LanguascoPerelli
[6].
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Lemma 5. Let z=1N&2?i’ and QN12. Then, uniformly for
1nN, we have
|
!q, a
e(&n’)
zk
d’=e&nN
nk&1
(k&1)!
+O((qQ)k&1).
Proof. Let T 12 . We get, using (6), that
|
!q, a
e(&n’)
zk
d’=|
T
&T
e(&n’)
zk
d’+O \|
T
12qQ
d’
|z|k
+|
&12qQ
&T
d’
|z|k+
=|
T
&T
e(&n’)
zk
d’+O((qQ)k&1). (15)
But, using the substitution s=1N&2?i’, we have
|
T
&T
e(&n’)
zk
d’=
e&nN
2?i |
1N+2?iT
1N&2?iT
exp(ns)
sk
ds. (16)
Let 1 denote the left half of the circle |s&1N|=2?T. By the residue
theorem we obtain
e&nN
2?i |
1N+2?iT
1N&2?iT
exp(ns)
sk
ds=e&nN
nk&1
(k&1)!
+
e&nN
2?i |1
exp(ns)
s k
ds
=e&nN
nk&1
(k&1)!
+O \ 1T k&1+ . (17)
Lemma 5 now follows from (15)(17) letting T  . K
3. PROOF OF THEOREM 1
Let k>2 be a fixed integer. By straightforward computations, it is easy
to see that
e&nNRk (n)=|
1
0
S (:)k e(&n:) d:
and hence, using the Farey dissection of [0, 1), (3) and the binomial
theorem, we get
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e&nNRk (n)= :
Q
q=1
+(q)k
.(q)k
:
(a, q)=1
1aq
e \&naq + |!q, a
e(&n’)
zk
d’
+O \ :
k
m=1
:
Q
q=1
:
(a, q)=1
1aq
|
1qQ
&1qQ }S \
a
q
+’+&+(q).(q)
1
z }
m
_} +(q).(q)
1
z }
k&m
d’+
=Mk (n)+O \ :
k
m=1
Ek (m)+ , (18)
say. By Lemma 5, for QN12, the main term is
Mk (n)=e&nN
nk&1
(k&1)!
:
Q
q=1
+(q)k
.(q)k
cq (&n)+O \ :
Q
q=1
(qQ)k&1
.(q)k
|cq (&n)|+
=e&nN
nk&1
(k&1)!
Sk (n)
+O \e&nNnk&1 :q>Q
+(q)2
.(q)k
|cq (&n)|++O(Qk), (19)
where the last error term is estimated in a standard way.
The tail of the singular series in (19) is
 :
q>Q
+(q)2
.(q)k
:
d | q
d | n
d :
d | n
d+(d)2
.(d)k
:
q$>Qd
+(q$)2
.(q$)k
<<Q1&k :
d | n
d k
.(d)k
<<n=Q1&k
(20)
for every fixed =>0.
Combining (19) and (20), we obtain, uniformly for every n # [1, N], that
Mk (n)=e&nN
nk&1
(k&1)!
Sk (n)+O(Qk+e&nNnk&1+=Q1&k). (21)
Choosing now
Q=N122, (22)
we have, by Lemma 1, that
S*(Q)<<N34 log N. (23)
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To estimate Ek (m) we use Lemma 4. By (12) and (14) we obtain
Ek (1)<<{N
32 (log N)2
N52 (log N)32
if k=3
if k=4
(24)
and, by (10)(11), we also get
Ek (2)<<{N
32 (log N)2
N2 (log N)3
if k=3
if k=4.
(25)
Moreover, by (9)(10) and (23), we have
Ek (3)<<{N
74 (log N)2
N94 (log N)3
if k=3
if k=4,
(26)
and, by (9) and (23), we finally obtain
E4 (4)<<N52 (log N)3. (27)
Theorem 1 now follows choosing n=N and inserting (21), (22) and
(24)(27) into (18).
4. PROOF OF THEOREM 2
Let k>2 be a fixed integer. For 1nN we have
:
nN
2k (n)2<< :
nN
e&2nN 2k (n)2<< :
nN
(e&nNRk (n)&Mk (n))2
+ :
nN \Mk (n)&e
&nN n
k&1
(k&1)!
Sk (n)+
2
(28)
where Mk (n) is defined in (18). By (21)(22) we get
:
nN \Mk (n)&e
&nN n
k&1
(k&1)!
Sk (n)+
2
<<N 1+k. (29)
Hence, by (28), (29) and Bessel’s inequality, we get
:
nN
2k (n)2<<|
1
0
|S (:)k&Mk (:)|2 d:+N 1+k
where, for : # Mq, a , Mk (:)=(+(q).(q) z&1)k.
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Using the Farey dissection, the binomial theorem and |km=1 am |
2
k km=1 |am |
2, we obtain
:
nN
2k (n)2<< :
k
m=1
:
Q
q=1
:
(a, q)=1
1aq
|
1qQ
&1qQ }S \
a
q
+’+&+(q).(q)
1
z }
2m
_} +(q).(q)
1
z }
2(k&m)
d’+N1+k
= :
k
m=1
Sk (m)+N1+k, (30)
say. Now, using (13) we get
Sk (1)<<N2k&2 (log N)2 (31)
and, by (11), (13) and (23), we also have
Sk (2)<<{N
72 (log N)5
N112 (log N)4
if k=3
if k=4.
(32)
Moreover, by (9), (11) and (23), we obtain
Sk (3)<<{N
4 (log N)5
N5 (log N)7
if k=3
if k=4,
(33)
and, by (9) and (23), we finally get
S4 (4)<<N 112 (log N)7. (34)
Theorem 2 now follows inserting (31)(34) in (30).
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